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Facility Results Expands Its Safety Training Team and Continues to 

Promote More Knowledge for Less Flash 

Plymouth, Michigan. August 29, 2012—The goal of the trainers and training at Facility Results is to 

educate employees to effectively reduce their exposure to occupational hazards, especially those due 

to arc flash. To that end, the company has recently expanded its training team to include safety veteran 

and OSHA expert Cindy Rupert of Ravenswood, WV.  Rupert, who has a 

long safety career including almost ten years as a manager and engineer 

with the Virginia Department of Labor and Industry, has hit the road 

running for Facility Results. She has already delivered NFPA 70E 

courses in Atlanta and Tulsa since she came on board with the company 

in June.   

 “Throughout my years of experience on the government side, I worked 

hard to balance the requirement for compliance with an understanding of 

what it takes to succeed on the business side. That’s a perspective my 

students and Facility Results’ clients, in general, can appreciate,” 

explains Rupert.  

Rupert joins an established team of five other trainers at Facility Results, where they’ve been delivering 

the latest in practical and consistent methods for achieving occupational safety since the company was 

founded in 2009. Best known for its courses in the NFPA 70E electrical safety standard, the company 

also offers OSHA training, including Lockout/Tagout and Confined Space Assessment. 

Offering combined safety experience totaling more than 60 years, the trainers at Facility Results have 

delivered more than 120 training sessions over the past three years to businesses across the country, 

ranging from Tier One manufacturing suppliers to research and development firms and waste 

management companies.   
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 “We’ve had Facility Results conduct multiple 70E trainings here,” says David Krisko, Facilities Manager 

for Lotus Engineering’s Ann Arbor, MI, location. “Regardless of how much we think we know when they 

come here to do the training, we always learn something new and useful. We use a lot of electricity, 

and I can think of multiple situations where things we learned from Facility Results helped us to avoid 

upwards of $100,000 in unexpected downtime.”  

Founded in 2009 by Bryan and Kelly Rupert, Facility Results of Plymouth, Michigan, offers an extensive 

collection of electrical reliability and safety solutions in the form of products, services, and training. In 

addition to FlashTrack™, their flagship software for performing arc flash analyses, the company offers  

NFPA 70E table-based label solutions, an engineer-assisted arc flash compliance program, a turnkey-

engineered arc flash program, electrical system maintenance services, comprehensive NFPA 70E 

training programs, and workplace safety placarding and poster downloads. Facility Results has 

conducted over 100 training sessions across the United States on the NFPA 70E Standard as well as 

OSHA training, including Lockout/Tagout, Confined Space Assessment, Asbestos Standards, and 

more.  For information on Facility Results and/or its products and services, contact the company at 

888.762.0090 or email info@FacilityResults.com. 
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